
Tour: An informal tour to some scemc 
spot on Sunday. A mce event for those 
who can stay. It is arranged so that no 
more than ten cars travel together in 
the interest of safety. 

Voting: If you have a set of ballots then 
you are free to cast them as you wish. 
You make your own standards. If you 

are originally buff, then vote for onginal 
cars. If you like plaid upholstry, then 
vote for those cars. It's your OpInIOn, 
and the most popular cars win. 
Overwhelmingly the most origInal, best 
restored cars have been the class 
winners over the years. InterestIngly, 
too, we find that the winning car usually 

wins by fifty or more votes; thus, it has 
been impOSSIble for a local group block 
vote to influence the results. 
Walk-in: All people who arrive at the 
GOF without pre-regIstering. There is 
an extra charge for this. It is much 
better to pre-register: if you don't make 
it, you'll be sent the packet. 

MG NEWS & VIEWS  

Ian Prior #4670, 4 Suffolk St., 
Blackburn 3130, Victoria, Australia, 
shown here driving YT/5156 EXR in the 
March 1980 Templestowe Hillclimb, 
Melbourne. Ian reports that you can do 
it in a YT because he beat two TC's and 
a Mark II TO and was only 1/2 sec. 
behind another TC with another Lucas
Laystall head. 

Many Register and MGCC Members 
will remember Ian and Pan most fondly 
from their 'round the M.G. world tour in 
1977. Whilst in Florida they purchased 
one of the Sebring MGA's and are now 
restoring it. Only recently Ben and 
Estelle Gilbert #192, Miami, Florida 
visited Ian and Pam in Australia. 

Ian has organized an MGA Register 
in Melbourne and is heavily committed 
to the Melbourne Centre, MGCC. His 
107° F summer day in Melbourne 
coincided with our -200 F winter night in 
the northeastern U.S. 
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